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Do you know the secrets of Roswell? Test your expertise by answering questions straight from the

final quiz in the secret agents' training manual and discover if you know your stuff -- or if you have

mysteries left to unearth. Packed with photos and filled with tricky questions about your favorite

characters, plots, and the town of Roswell, this book reveals who really knows the truth...  What

highway is the main thoroughfare in and out of town? What was Agent Topolsky's cover when she

was investigating the students of Roswell High? Who was the emcee at the Roswell Crash Festival?

Which hand did Max use to heal Liz?   Learn the secrets that Sheriff Valenti is dying to find out and

test your Roswell IQ with these pop quiz questions, plus many more! --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.
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I thought I knew everything about Roswell--before I picked up this book! I was shocked at how much

I didn't know. It's jam-packed with every little factoid possible.UFO Research and Investigation: How

much do you really know about the crash of '47? This section starts off with you as an FBI agent,

being tested on how much you know about the crash, and the suspects living in Roswell. Better

study hard, or you'll end up with a desk job!The Real Investigation: More questions about the

different characters. Are you as informed as Nasedo, or are you as in the dark as Kyle?Friends,



Lovers, and Enemies: Do you know what the terms Candygirl, Dreamgirl, and Stargazer refer to? If

not, you'll be in trouble in this section!Do You Remember When?: How good are you with dates?

This section covers dates ranging from the UFO crash in 1947 to Liz's first diary entry.Episode

Highlights: If you missed any episodes from season 1, this chapter could be tough. It asks questions

about each season 1 episode--fill in the blank!Grand Total: This is the section where all your totals

are calculated! Are you a True Believer, or just a Tourist? I didn't do very well the first time I took the

quiz, but I've done better each time I've taken it. I'm definitely a True Believer! This book is a

must-have for any Roswell obsessive! As an added bonus, there are also color photos of each main

member of the season one cast.

If you are a huge Roswell fan, get this book. It is packed full of questions and answers and 8 pages

of pictures. It is a small paperback book but alot of info inside.

i thought i was pretty up to date on roswell until i bought thisbook. this book will have you scratching

your head pondering ifyou are truly a roswell fan or just pretending. i did about average and i love

the show. take the quiz if you dare to findout what your roswell iq is.

I love this book it really let me see how much I actually knew about ROSWELL and I knew alot more

than I thought I did Great for any Roswell Lover like myself to see if your obssessed or just a fan. I

found out that I am DEFINETLY OBSSESSED....
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